Release of bacteria during the purge cycles of steam-jacketed sterilizers.
The design of the steam-jacketed sterilizer includes an exterior air-gap fixture through which purged chamber aerosols potentially could escape into the ambient environment. Studies of the purge cycle in two sterilizer models tested the potential release of a genetically marked Enterococcus faecalis, together with Bacillus stearothermophilus spores introduced as exposed cultures. Direct plate counts, broth enrichment and polymerase chain reaction analysis were used to confirm any released organisms trapped in an all-glass impinger. From the retrieval of both bacterial strains, an estimated 10(3) organisms can be released from uncontained bacterial loads of 10(11) E. faecalis and 10(7) B. stearothermophilus, even from properly functioning autoclaves. The release of an opportunistic pathogen from sterilizer purge exhausts emphasises the importance of proper sterilizer location, ventilation, containment of heavily contaminated loads, and adequate sterilizer maintenance.